Vindby—A Serious Offshore Wind Farm Design Game
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Abstract: To maintain the increasing interest and development in offshore wind energy, novel training tools for engineers and researchers are needed. Concurrently, educational outreach activities are in demand to inform the public about the importance of offshore wind energy. In this paper, the development of a serious game about the design and management of offshore wind farms is presented to address such demands. Such a serious game may enable a new audience to explore the field of offshore wind as well as provide researchers entering the field a better understanding of the intricacies of the industry. This requires a simulation that is realistic but also effective in teaching information and engaging outreach. Ultimately, increased public support and expanded training tools are desired to improve decision-making and to provide opportunities to test and integrate innovative solutions. The work presented here includes the game design and implementation of a prototype game. The game design involves building a game framework and developing a simplified simulation. This simulation addresses weather prediction, offshore wind farm design, operation and maintenance, energy demand, climate change, and finance. Playtesting of the prototype demonstrated immersion and informed decision-making of the players and surveys revealed that knowledge had increased while playing the game. Recommendations for future versions of the game are listed.
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1. Motivation

International climate change policies have driven the offshore wind energy sector to immense investments in industry and research globally. Despite the growing success, there are still challenges to overcome before truly competitive costs of energy compared to other energy sources that can be achieved without sacrificing safety or productivity. A frequently referenced challenge that will affect the future of support structures in offshore wind is the transition to deeper water [1], enabling also the construction and use of larger turbines. Additionally, the reduction of uncertainty in weather prediction may improve O&M by allowing for decisions to be more informed in efforts to reduce downtime. To address such specific offshore wind challenges, many studies are being conducted and field tested on cost reducing and production enhancing measures. Some topics at the forefront of research include innovative bottom fixed and floating support structures, improved wind speed and power forecasting methods, intelligent control systems, realistic grid integration sensitive to economic and political objectives, and optimization of operation and maintenance (O&M) strategies under uncertainty. According to Ernst & Young [2], one of the priority measures required to realize the full potential of offshore wind in Europe’s future energy mix includes the support of innovation and training and enhancement of synergies to reduce costs.
Offshore wind farm design and operational management is a complex task as demonstrated by the variety of approaches in practice and research. Even for experienced engineers, it is sometimes difficult to correctly judge the relevance of different cost factors and design drivers in a multidisciplinary field. Additionally, researchers in offshore wind energy often come from diverse backgrounds and often need to collect and understand lots of unfamiliar information in a short amount of time. To maintain the current momentum of increasing investment, interest, and development in the field, there is a need for novel training tools and techniques for engineers and researchers that integrate the work of both industry and academia. Concurrently, the general public is concerned about the price of energy from offshore wind energy and the costs of research to improve it. A list of “wind energy myths” compiled by the European Wind Energy Association [3] highlights misconceptions of wind power: that it is a niche-technology, expensive, unreliable, and bad for health and the environment. To address these concerns, there is therefore also a need for educational outreach activities.

A modern approach to provide this education is the development of a serious game that teaches users’ facts and lessons about offshore wind energy. This approach offers the opportunity to integrate both existing and pioneering offshore wind practices in a tool that is as educational as it is entertaining. The game will be driven by an underlying complex simulation based on engineering models, which is packaged in the form of an optimization challenge. The playability and engagement of the game drives how this otherwise non-unique simulation fits into an entirely new context.

The goal of this study is to evaluate a new, alternative form of training and dissemination of scientific knowledge of offshore wind energy in the form of a serious game. This is done by focusing on the simplification of offshore wind farm design, management, and lifetime costs in addition to assessing alternative serious game approaches. The results consist of the development of a playable prototype of a serious game in wind farm design and operational management. The project goals were to:

1. Develop a digital game for the design and the operational management of offshore wind farms to be used for two purposes:
   (a) Training: The game should act as a novel training technique/tool for engineers and researchers to better understand cost and design drivers.
   (b) Dissemination: The game should teach the public important facts about offshore wind energy and serve as educational outreach.
2. Measure game effectiveness in terms of the accuracy and responsiveness of its simulations and its educational power.

The educational goals of the game are different for the two purposes of training and dissemination. For training, users include engineers and researchers who want or need to improve their comprehension of offshore wind farm processes. After playing, these users should be able to describe terminology and design drivers in detail. They should feel more confident and prepared to begin or continue their work in wind energy. For dissemination, users include young adults or adults without prior knowledge of offshore wind who are prompted or interested to gain knowledge on important facts or trends. After playing, these users should be able to generally describe challenges and opportunities of offshore wind as well as basic physical elements and costs. They should feel that they are aware of the basic principles of offshore wind and feel an increased appreciation for the topic.

1.1. Boundary Conditions

This study is conducted under several boundary conditions as follows. The simulation behind the game includes simplified methods of wind farm design and management, with emphasis on future expandability. Minimal effort is put into game production (i.e., making an attractive user experience). Procedural generation using random numbers is used to present a different scenario to the user for each run. The prototype is implemented in Python [4]. The prototype was playtested once with voluntary participants. Lastly, it is assumed that the results of this work may be improved upon and utilized
by game developers and producers in the future to create an attractive user experience. To promote development, the game is open source and can be downloaded by anyone from the internet. Currently, the game is hosted at http://folk.ntnu.no/muskulus/vindby/.

1.2. Organization of Research

The three topics explored in this study are offshore wind energy (design, operation, and economics), serious game design, and prototype development. The organization of this paper was constructed in a way to capture the justification behind the major decisions made to produce the resulting prototype. Section 2 presents a review of the definition and scope of serious games in general. Section 3 presents the game, called Vindby, which is then described in detail with respect to the game framework defined by game dynamics, game elements, and game mechanics. This section also covers the offshore wind energy topics demonstrated by Vindby, including the weather simulation created specifically for the game. Section 4 summarizes the outcome of testing the game prototype. Section 5 presents a discussion of the simulation development and key experiences in game development and testing. Section 6 presents the study conclusions and a summary of potential future work.

2. Serious Games

An enhanced understanding of uncertainties by researchers and the public alike can contribute to informed decision-making. Better decisions are desired to enhance progress and reduce costs. Looking to learning methods to enhance this understanding, there is a multitude of various teaching and learning techniques. Some learners prefer to learn by reading a textbook, watching a documentary, studying in a group, or individually. The success of existing serious games indicates that some learners value alternative strategies. This does not imply superiority but rather that a greater number of learners can be reached by increasing the set of learning tools. Serious games provide one more way to explore the topic of offshore wind for a new group of learners [5].

A great deal of practical work and research has been carried out in the field of serious games designed for medical purposes, history, social issues, engineering, and much more. “Serious Games Foundations, Concepts and Practice” by [5] consolidates the work of over 50 authors including researchers and professionals whose expertise or career lies in serious games. Reference [5] define a serious game as a digital game intended to entertain and to achieve at least one supplementary goal. This additional goal is known as a characterizing goal. The characterizing goal for training purposes in the Vindby game is to improve the user’s technical judgment of offshore wind farm design and industry. The characterizing goal for dissemination purposes in the game is to enhance the user’s sentiment towards offshore wind energy and introduce basic terminology.

Modern serious games are used in schools for many educational purposes because serious games can provide an extrinsic motivation to players who do not have the intrinsic motivation to engage with the subject matter otherwise. Serious game developers use various motivational tools to join fun and learning. They integrate amusing gameplay closely tied to the subject matter, using the power of stories, rules, rewards, and other mechanics to teach principles as well as complex concepts rather than just facts [6]. Some serious games are developed for training in technical areas and decision-making such as in SimPort: a multiplayer management game framework as documented by Warmerdam et al. [7]. The dual characterizing goals of the proposed serious game is what distinguishes it from similar existing games, where either training or dissemination is desired but not both. Additionally, the nature of the game content is highly subject to evolution with time. The game Vindby that is detailed in this article aims to be technically as accurate as possible, while teaching about the technology choices in wind energy. Existing games with wind energy as topic [8,9] do not provide such level of technical details as Vindby. Fu et al. [10] measured the effectiveness of serious games and noted that whether a player enjoyed a game is a key factor in determining whether the player continues to learn from the game. In other words, when the learner is prompted by self-motivation factors in the game, they will choose to devote more time to playing the game and understanding its content. The importance of the
game mechanics and engineering principles driving the simulation must not overtake the importance of designing an immersive, fun-to-play game. This distinguishes the product from an engineering simulation because, if the goal to entertain is neglected, the playing experience might result in a failure to achieve the characterizing goal. To properly integrate the subject matter (in this case, the design and operation of offshore wind farms) and enjoyment (fun and amusement), a collaboration between game designers, programmers, artists, and domain experts through the entire development is essential to create a successful serious game. The task of interface development and final prototype development of the game would largely rely on work done by a dedicated game development team.

The content of the game includes the design and maintenance of offshore wind farms. There is a high upper limit for how detailed the content can be in a serious game because it is packaged in a simulation. Scientific simulations focus on accuracy, while ordinary game simulations focus on entertainment. The simulation of a serious game falls between an entertainment and scientific simulation depending on the characterizing goals. For training purposes, such a game is expected to represent the subject matter correctly, like a flight simulator. While an entertainment game eliminates details that are not fun, a serious game relies on realistic details to educate users about the subject. A simulation is always an abstraction of the system it represents. Abstraction of the system can be done by eliminating factors that have little effect, or by simplifying features that contribute to the overall mechanics, but whose inner workings do not significantly change the outcome [6]. In an effort to balance accuracy with fun, the final game design presented here is the product of many iterations internally tested for accuracy of scale, accuracy of weather prediction, and, most of all, playability. Playability is vital to the players’ understanding and grasp of game content as well as general enjoyment and can be influenced by the feedback the game provides to the player. Different mechanisms to provide feedback have been tested to achieve playability in the prototype.

The existing body of knowledge on how to design a serious game is extensive. While the majority of the terminology and approaches align between sources, there are several differences in the literature. To maintain clarity and consistency, the guidelines in [5] are generally followed in this paper and supplemented when appropriate. Terminology used throughout is outlined in Table 1. The structure of how the individual terms fit into the concept of serious games can be seen from Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Serious game terminology and concepts.](image-url)
Table 1. Concepts of serious games and terminology used throughout this article.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology for serious games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Playing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing refers to a user engaging in the serious game for training or dissemination. This includes voluntary or required participation. Characterizing goals refer to the additional purpose of a serious game other than entertainment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterizing goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The characterizing goal for training is to improve technical judgement of the user. The characterizing goal for dissemination is to enhance the sentiment of the user towards offshore wind energy and introduce basic terminology. These goals are refined throughout the report and summarized in the conclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow is the experience while playing characterized by exclusive concentration on the game, feeling immersed, feeling in control, facing clear goals, and receiving immediate and consistent feedback. Flow should encompass motivation to play, appeal to a spectrum of end users, removing factors that demotivate, and creating meaningful hints with feedback [5,11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playability is the term used when referring to game usability, player experience, and the inclination for continued play. For the sake of simplicity playability will almost always be referred to as a composite measure throughout this study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terminology for game design framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology for game design framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game objectives or game goals are what the player must achieve to win (not to be confused with the characterizing goals). The game goal includes a specific target to reach by playing e.g., an award or a certain number of points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game dynamics are the means by which players achieve the goal and can include one or many different dynamics. Common well-known dynamics include race-to-the-finish, construct, solve, and collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game mechanics control the way players interact with the game. This includes specific rules and procedures that guide the player and the internal structure of the game, as defined by game dynamics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game elements are features of the game that keep players engaged such as story, rewards, and scoring. Games use one or more of these elements [12].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terminology for game production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology for game production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content refers to domain-specific knowledge. In this study, this pertains to simplified offshore wind farm design. This includes the engineering models, weather simulation, assumed parameter values, and formulas used to build the game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming refers to the relevant algorithms and programming concepts used in the hardware and software arrangements on which the game is played. One of the challenges of programming is to ensure the game runs at a desired speed on different computers throughout the game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playtesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playtesting is the process of testing the prototype of a game by individuals not involved in the design. Feedback from players after playtesting is used to improve the prototype.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Vindby the Game

The game created for this study is called Vindby and will be referred to as such. Vindby is chosen as the name of the game both as an ode to the world’s first offshore wind park in 1991 in Denmark and as a translation to Norwegian of “wind city”. The serious game must have one or more game goals and a framework to support the players to achieve these goals. The framework for Vindby was established alongside the development of game content and the programming to ensure proper integration of playability while achieving the characterizing goals. In this section, the game framework and game content is described.

3.1. Game Framework

3.1.1. Objectives

The goal of Vindby is to reach a target by building wind farms in a virtual sea within an alloted time and budget. Five different game goals were defined and evaluated during playtesting to compare
different game duration, level of difficulty, and interest in the subject. The player can select from the following game goals to play during one game:

1. Profit: Invest all the initial investment (€1 billion) in capital costs and break overall profit by 2025,
2. Compete: Keep playing until 2030 and achieve an overall score higher than any other player,
3. Dominate: Achieve 10% share of all energy supply that can be provided by offshore wind by 2050,
4. Save the planet: Prevent the global temperature from increasing by 2 degrees by 2100, and
5. Free for all: Free play without time limits.

3.1.2. Dynamics

Common game dynamics include: Race to the finish, collection, solve, rescue, escape, and construct [12]. Of these, the main game dynamic of Vindby is constructed in addition to collect or solve, depending on the game goal selected, under time constraints. While the game does impose a time limit to reinforce real-life constraints on renewable energy, it is relatively slow paced and does not require quick reactions since reflective thinking is often necessary for learning. To aid in learning, the player may pause the game at any moment.

3.1.3. Elements

Studies in neural sciences indicate the positive impact of emotional engagement, or immersion, on learning. Game elements provide immersion by creating motivation to the player to continue playing and incentive to achieve the game goals [5]. Elements used in Vindby are rewards, resources, scoring, story, chance, and strategy.

Rewards are used to build player self-esteem. Resources are limited and displayed with transparency to aid in decision-making that results in success and rewards. To maintain immersion, player decisions must be impactful and informed and not tangential to the game goal, hollow, or obvious, so as not to cause disinterest [13]. Scoring indicates progress on a variety of measures not necessarily directly related to the game goal and is used in Vindby to teach the player about how offshore wind energy is affected by a combination of effects. The story of Vindby takes place in a virtual sea given input from a growing energy demand onshore and climate change effects. The player is the designer and operator while other characters include the government, the general public, and shareholders to demonstrate external consequences. Chance is incorporated using random events related to weather and failure, which make each game unique and interesting to play multiple times and demonstrate real world uncertainty. The player’s freedom to test various strategies allows for the comparison and contrast of offshore wind concepts and understanding that there is not one solution to all the challenges encountered.

3.1.4. Mechanics

Game mechanics include rules and procedures that guide the player and determine the internal structure of the game. As Vindby is an educational game, game mechanics heavily rely on the serious content to determine rules and processes, although these are sometimes modified to enhance playability. Such rules are typically defined for game space, time, objects, actions, and resources [11]. The game space in Vindby is a virtual sea (referred to as the “sea grid”) divided into 100 unique cells. Game time is measured in calendar dates to teach users about realistic timelines. Specific game mechanics are explored in the game content section.

A few game mechanics defined early in the game design include the following. The player is given an initial investment at the start of the game to pay for site investigation, building and maintaining wind farms. The player must not run out of money (or the game is lost). The game is won if the player reaches the target of the selected goal. Additionally, various bonuses, penalties, and special features are revealed throughout playing. Such additional features include the reward and penalty of money and the expansion of design capabilities.
3.2. Implementation

The Vindby prototype was coded using Python (version 3.6) with an object-oriented programming (OOP) approach. OOP is a programming style used to organize code by encapsulating data together with operations that act on it in a single code unit called an object. For preliminary game development, the prototype is minimal but enough to test game mechanics and generate random values. Within OOP, a common game-specific programming pattern is a game loop. The game continuously cycles through process input, update game, render, and a time delay. Each update advances the game time by a specified amount while it takes a certain amount of real time to process the updates. To deal with user defined game speed (slow, normal, or fast) and variable machine capabilities, a catch-up method is used by applying a fixed time step with synchronization. The game runs at a fixed speed and adds a delay to maintain consistent speed. Specifically, each loop in the game is designed to be completed in one real-time second. The user may select to run one hour, one week, or one month of simulation time in that second. If the computation time for one loop is less than one real time second, a delay is added to force the loop to maintain a one real-time second per loop speed.

The terms used to reference measures of time in the simulation are defined as follows. Game time is used to measure the time that has passed since beginning the game in units mimicking the game’s story line. In the simulation, game time is measured in hours for simplicity in calculations, and presented as calendar dates to the player for relevance. Game speed measures the interval of game time that occurs per second of real time. Game speed is chosen by the user. Slow speed runs at one hour (game time) per second (real time), normal speed runs at one week (168 h) per second, and fast speed runs at one month (730 h) per second. For example, at fast game speed, the player may simulate 10 years of wind farm activity in 120 s of real time. Wind time measures the number of loops in the simulation that have passed since beginning the game. Each loop represents one hour in the game (theoretically, this interval may be different). Wind time progresses by this interval regardless of the game speed selected. Wind time is used by the simulation to perform ongoing calculations. Specifically, wind speeds and power production must be calculated continuously, regardless of the game speed that the player chooses to use. Wind time interval is the amount of game time that represents one loop in the simulation. This is equal to one hour in the current version of Vindby, as mentioned above. This was selected because the weather model was built to produce output including hourly wind speed and wave height. For example, one loop in the simulation is performed in one real second at “slow” game speed, and 168 loops in the simulation are performed in one real second at “normal” game speed.

3.3. Game Content

The game content includes the design and maintenance of offshore wind farms. The topics that are integrated into Vindby are weather prediction, wind farm design, operation and maintenance, energy demand, costs, stakeholder influence, and optimization. These topics were identified through many iterations of game mechanics, review of offshore wind current practices, review of ongoing research, and discussions with colleagues regarding areas of interest to potential players.

3.3.1. Weather Simulation

Accurate weather modelling is incorporated to improve the player’s understanding of expected energy production and weather windows for construction and operation. This topic is addressed with the most detail in Vindby’s development. It is meant to illustrate the game’s potential use as an advanced training tool and serves as an example for the other game content topics to be explored in further detail.

The two environmental parameters used in Vindby are significant wave height and mean wind speed. Wind speed is used to determine power production. Both the wind and wave parameters are used to determine persistence of weather windows. Weather windows indicate the availability of a turbine to be repaired, i.e., repairs cannot take place during weather that is unsafe for vessels.
The parameters are modelled probabilistically and realizations are established using a random number generator. The Vindby weather simulation uses 10 min intervals, as this interval is used throughout the wind industry to measure turbulence and reliability of larger wind turbine [14].

A Markov chain model is used for wave (or wind) time series generation in Vindby, but only for one parameter. The second parameter is then generated using conditional probability distributions. A Markov model is a discrete stochastic process. It is a simple and efficient method that assumes the future weather only depends on the current weather state. The development of current to future weather state is described by stochastic transitions. The transitions are established using an existing data set. The transition probabilities are estimated by discretizing the average frequencies of transitions observed in the data and can be presented in matrix form as described by [15]. The data was discretized with bin sizes of 0.4 m and 1.0 m/s, respectively. The wave and wind data used is from FINO1, which is a research platform in the German North Sea near the wind farm Alpha Ventus, 45 km from shore. Year-round seasonality was accounted for by using different matrices for each month.

One challenge while using conditional probabilities between wind and wave data is that the original datasets are at different resolutions. The recorded observations of wave heights were provided by buoy measurements, and the data resolution is more or less one hour, with slight variations in length. For the wind speed, the resolution is uniformly 10 min. Markov transition matrices based on one hour wave data may only accurately model one hour resolution. As the goal was to use 10 min wind speeds to describe the power production, a number of different modeling approaches were tested. The results from these test are summarized in Table 2 and explained in the following.

Two main approaches to capture the correlation between wind speeds and wave heights can be distinguished. The “wave to wind” approach uses a Markov matrix to generate wave heights and then uses a matrix containing conditional probabilities to generate wind speeds consistent with the seastate. The alternative “wind to wave” method uses a Markov matrix to generate wind speeds and then uses conditional probabilities to generate corresponding wave heights. Another distinction was made regarding the method to sample six realizations of 10 min wind speeds for each hour of a seastate, necessary to address the issue of the different timescales. The two approaches used for this were a “Markov” method, that relies on a Markov chain for generating 10 min wind speed values within each hour, versus a “Gaussian” approach that randomly draws wind speed values, based on the measured standard deviations of 10 min speeds within an hour. Although the latter approach does not correctly reproduce correlations in time between the 10 min wind speed values, it was introduced due to its simplicity and since it was observed that the distributions of 10 min wind speeds within each hour appeared consistently Gaussian (for hourly means less than 25 m/s).

Before implementing the weather prediction model into Vindby, the different approaches were tested. Six observations of 10-min wind speeds where aggregated (by averaging) to create hourly wind speed observations. This provides an unbiased estimate of the hourly mean wind speed. It needs to be noted, however, that fluctuations among the wind speeds are smoothed out at the lower resolution. This is unproblematic in this case, but would have to be addressed if also the variance of the wind speeds would be needed (e.g., for modelling fatigue damage). These hourly values were then used to calculate conditional probabilities for observing corresponding wave height measurements (or vice versa), in order to capture the correlation between wave height and wind speed. The different simulation methods were then each run 10 times for 10 simulated years each to establish the effects of the different modeling strategies: (a) 10 min data sampling method (Markov vs. Gaussian), and (b) using a “wave to wind” vs. a “wind to wave” approach. Wave height boundaries of 1.5 m and 2 m, and upper wind speed boundaries of 15 m/s and 20 m/s were used to test persistence of weather windows. A 10-year simulation length was chosen after an analysis of the stability of mean wind speeds after 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20-year simulations. The 10-min wind speed time series and one hour wave height time series generated were compared to the original dataset. After at least 10 years of simulation, the mean of the 10 min wind speeds did not vary more than 1% when increasing the simulation length by another year.
The further results of the weather simulation model (see [16] for details) establish that (using the same dataset and Markov chain for each run) the simulated hourly wave height and wind speed distributions had average percent errors of 2.1% and 1.0%, respectively, from the distributions obtained from the measurement data. The persistence of weather windows for sea states was well represented with a slight underestimation of weather windows for periods of 12 to 24 h.

Somewhat predictably, the simulations using the wind Markov matrices resulted in lower percent errors than for the wind speeds derived by conditional probabilities, and those using the wave Markov matrices performed similarly for the wave height. Interestingly, the hourly distribution of 10 min wind speeds was closer to the observed values using the Gaussian approach. This is probably due to a more accurate parameterization: the Gaussian approach is based on only two parameters that need to be estimated from the data, whereas the alternative Markov approach is based on many more parameters. In the end, the “wave to wind” simulation method with Gaussian sampling was implemented in Vindby, as it enables more accurate wind speeds and wave heights.

### Table 2. Weather model results for mean wave height and wind speed for 10-year simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Mean Wave Height [m]</th>
<th>Mean Wind Speed [m/s]</th>
<th>Intra-Hour Variation [m/s]</th>
<th>Error Wave Height</th>
<th>Error Wind Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wave to wind</td>
<td>Markov</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.55 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wave to wind</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-1.18 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wind to wave</td>
<td>Markov</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>9.38</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-2.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wind to wave</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-2.73 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to represent sea-wide weather variation in the weather, it was necessary to include some spatial variation of weather parameters in the game. To demonstrate variations of weather in the offshore environment, Vindby’s virtual sea is divided into 100 cells, each with distinct environmental characteristics. All cells use the same Markov matrix, mainly to save setup time and memory. Each occupied cell then runs its own weather simulation (unoccupied cells are excluded to minimize computing time). Cells must have distinct mean wind speeds to demonstrate variation offshore. This is achieved by using a wind speed factor to scale (increase or decrease proportionally) the simulated mean wind speed and wave height magnitudes, while maintaining their distributions. Because Vindby’s sea is fictitious, wind speed factors were assigned more or less randomly to different cells, with generally increasing mean wind speed farther from shore. The factors range from 0.5 to 1.3, thereby achieving a range of annual mean wind speeds between 4.7 to 12.2 m/s (the mean of the wind speed measurements was 9.37 m/s).

### 3.3.2. Wind Farm Design

Intelligent wind farm design is Vindby’s most fundamental activity. This section presents how wind farm design translates into game mechanics.

**Site Selection:** One characterizing dissemination goal is for the player to gain an appreciation for the short-listing process of selecting an adequate site. The characterizing training goal is for the player to learn about relevant offshore parameters that dictate this process. Players are given minimal information about the physical characteristics of each of the 100 cells within the sea grid, each of which is considered one site. The player can then pay for site investigations to gather more details. The full site information includes mean wind speed, water depth, soil quality (poor, medium or good), distance to shore, environmental restrictions, vessel traffic, and whether there are already wind farms built in that cell or not.

**Turbine technology:** The building blocks of the offshore wind structures in Vindby are turbines (including the tower) and substructures (including a foundation and transition piece). Typically, the wind turbine model is selected before site investigation as it will influence the grid connection and design capacity. Vindby prompts for the turbine selection after site selection because limited prior knowledge of offshore wind farm design may negatively inform the player’s selection.
Turbine capacity options are 3, 5, 7, 10, and 15 MW to capture existing and future technology. The 10 and 15 MW turbines only become available after building five wind farms in the game, to demonstrate the development of technology with experience. Vindby addresses different turbine states including “operational”, “waiting”, “automatic shut down”, and “fault shut down”. Future versions of Vindby may expand more states to test control system strategies.

Each turbine has its own failure rates based on Carroll et al. [17], who provide failure rates in failure per turbine per year as well as expected costs for minor and major repairs and major replacements. Although failure rates vary throughout the turbine lifetime, the majority of studies and industry practice use the simplification of constant failure rates, as used in Vindby throughout the turbine original 20-year lifetime. The player has the option to extend the farm lifetime by five years, twice. During lifetime extension, turbine failure rates are doubled to add consequence to extending farm lifetime and add weight to decisions. The capacity factors for wind farms in Vindby are updated in each time step and presented to the player to indicate how efficiently wind farms are running and what the consequences of certain O&M decisions are.

Support Structures: The support structure types in Vindby are “monopile”, “gravity”, “jacket”, “tripod”, “spar”, “semi-submersible”, and “tension-leg platform”, presented in Figure 2. The three floating concepts only become available to the player after seven wind farms are in operation, to demonstrate industry growth with time and to reward the user for continued play. Floating offshore wind structures are both important to industry development and considered a hot-topic in research and the general public.

![Figure 2. Types of support structure concepts. From left to right: monopile, gravity based, jacket, tripod, spar, semi-submersible platform and tension-leg platform.](image)

One characterizing goal of Vindby is to enhance the players understanding of design drivers. For training purposes, this includes how to address poor soil conditions or rough sea states. For dissemination purposes, this includes recognizing failure modes and the complexity of designing structures offshore. Structural failure rates in Vindby are not designed to represent realistic occurrence probability, rather to direct the player to which parameters affect which substructures.

The game mechanics describing these rates is a balancing task between engineering reality and playability. Each substructure has its own failure rates based on the mean wave height, soil quality, structure type, and turbine size. The substructure failure rates used in the game are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Failure rates per turbine per hour. The failure rates depend on the mean wave height (WH), soil quality (poor/medium/good), turbine size (TS) and type of structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monopile</th>
<th>Gravity</th>
<th>Jacket</th>
<th>Tripod</th>
<th>Spar</th>
<th>Semi-Submersible</th>
<th>Tension Leg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scour</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poor:</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fatigue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× WH</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
<td>× WH</td>
<td>× WH</td>
<td>× WH</td>
<td>× WH</td>
<td>× WH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corrosion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.000002</td>
<td>0.000002</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bearing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>medium:</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poor:</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External load</strong></td>
<td>0.000001</td>
<td>0.0000005</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
<td>0.0000005</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
<td>0.00000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× TS</td>
<td>× TS</td>
<td>× TS</td>
<td>× TS</td>
<td>× TS</td>
<td>× TS</td>
<td>× TS</td>
<td>× TS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vindby uses scour as an example of addressing reliability in structural design. For each new wind farm, the player is prompted to pay for scour protection. If scour protection is not provided but was not needed, nothing happens. If it was needed (i.e., for some concepts in poor soil conditions), scour failure is guaranteed to occur soon after construction. The player must then pay for scour protection for the entire farm at a higher price. The price for installation during wind farm construction is set to €80.000 per turbine and to €150.000 per turbine for later installation of the protection measures. These values have been chosen based on the range of scour protection costs presented in [18].

**Layout:** Wake effects and losses are not considered in Vindby. Therefore, turbine spacing is constant for all farms. Using a grid layout and 1 km spacing, a resulting cell of 10 × 10 km could hold a maximum of 100 turbines, which falls within the realistic scale of existing farms [19]. To demonstrate sea-wide layout considerations to the player, there are cost penalties for constructing farms relatively close to shore because of visual impact. This specifically considers the possible major, moderate, and minor effects for distances “less than 13 km”, “between 13 and 24 km”, and “greater than 24 km” from shore, respectively [20].

**Grid integration:** Vindby simplifies grid integration and teaches the player about subsea cables, wind farm clusters, alternating versus direct current transmission, and onshore versus offshore substations. Subsea cable lengths are computed as straight-line distances from the center of the grid cell to the onshore substation. With a growing number of offshore wind farms, many advantages can be gained through coordination of offshore installations and the use of clustered wind farms that feed their electrical output into common nodes [21]. The player has the option to connect to the closest possible wind farm if it results in shorter cable lengths. Given their connection, grid and cable failures at one farm affect the farms connected via the same cable.

Offshore wind farms require a substation, either onshore or offshore. In Vindby, all farms at a distance greater than 100 km from the onshore substation are required to have an offshore substation. Additionally, the onshore substation starts with a 500 MW capacity, and increases in increments of 500 MW as needed by the construction of the new farms.

**Construction:** Logistical constraints regarding fabrication yard and port capacity to handle offshore wind farm elements are not included in Vindby because Vindby's onshore infrastructure is not considered in detail. The construction duration is calculated as a sum of installation time for cable length, support structure type, and waiting time considering random construction accidents and delays. Significant detail in construction time calculation and feedback is reduced as it may distract the player and cause impatience (even at maximum game speed) with respect to when the wind farm becomes operational; however, to teach the user about the impact of design choices on construction time, construction time may vary between under a month to several years. Before construction, the player is prompted to provide a name for the new wind farm. If they choose a name of a real offshore wind
farm in the North Sea, the construction time is reduced to zero days. This is one of the game’s easter eggs, chosen to encourage players to research existing offshore wind farms.

Decommissioning and disposal: The lifetime of all wind farms in Vindby is 20 years. There is no option to decommission early, but it is possible to extend the lifetime by five years, twice. The cost of decommissioning the turbines and substructures is based on Shafiee et al. [22] and includes port preparation, removal, waste processing, waste transportation, landfill, post-decommissioning monitoring, and recycling materials. Decommissioning cost for subsea cables is estimated according to Myhr et al. [23].

3.3.3. Operation and Maintenance

Operation activity and costs are greatly simplified in Vindby in order to highlight the high level risks and decisions considered in O&M for both training and dissemination. Maintenance of an offshore wind farm consists of repair, replacement, and annual inspections. The challenge of applying maintenance efficiently for the player is maximizing turbine availability while minimizing costs associated with unexpected failures [22]. Based on a combination of strategy organizations in literature, Vindby offers three maintenance strategies to choose from for each farm. Vindby uses an O&M manager object to manage and repair failures based on the three strategies.

The three O&M strategies in Vindby are: (1) Calendar based maintenance—failures are repaired at the end of the month, accumulating more downtime but saving costs by using the same vessel for multiple repairs, (2) Corrective maintenance—minor failures are delayed for repair at the end of the month, but certain expensive repairs prompt the player to decide if the high cost of immediate repair is necessary to keep the productivity going, and (3) Condition based preventive and corrective maintenance—for an upfront cost for a monitoring system, certain failures can be predicted ahead of time and repaired immediately at a reduced cost, and failures that are not anticipated are either repaired automatically at the end of the month or can be repaired immediately.

Actual repair times and therefore costs are not well understood, largely because of data availability, and the differences among literature regarding the definition of failure. Therefore, repair costs are estimated using a fixed repair duration per failure based on Carroll et al. [17] multiplied by a daily vessel rate plus the cost of the repair itself. Programming of the maintenance strategies involved many iterations to capture accurate representation and playability. One big challenge is to not overwhelm the player with decision-making over maintenance issues so focus can be kept on building farms and achieving the overall goal. Some decision-making is required for the training and dissemination of maintenance knowledge. A possible solution to this issue is improved interface interaction, which is out of scope of this study.

3.4. Power Production

The power production of a wind farm depends on the turbine type, the number of turbines and the weather. To demonstrate the concept of turbine capacity to the user and the importance of wind speed in production, the game uses linearized power curves to calculate the energy production depending on the (10 min mean) wind speed and turbine rating. The power curves are hidden from the player and only the turbine rating is known. This keeps the game experience simple while also giving the player a tool to utilize to improve performance. The parameters defining the power curves used in the game are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Defining parameters for the linearized power curves used to calculate power production in the game.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbine Rating [MW]</th>
<th>Cut-In [m/s]</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Rated Speed [m/s]</th>
<th>Cut-Out [m/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.1. Energy Demand

To give context to the player about electricity supply, there is some electricity demand that must be met. The scale of Vindby in this prototype does not allow for full capacity to be met by offshore wind. One principle that is stubbed out in the game is the investment in other renewables to demonstrate how to address storage and variation in wind speeds. More specifically, an additional characterizing goal may be needed to teach users about long term integration costs of variable renewable energy. Combating climate change and reducing CO\(_2\) emissions are arguably the core goals of why the player should be building offshore wind farms. One characterizing dissemination goal is that the player at a minimum understands that energy produced by offshore wind is replacing energy provided by non-renewable electricity generation means, such as coal, which releases large quantities of CO\(_2\) into the atmosphere, only half of which is absorbed by earth’s surface. To enable the player to learn about the reduction in CO\(_2\) emissions, the game provides feedback on the amount of CO\(_2\) prevented from being released.

Relatable feedback is also presented in terms of households powered, equivalent cars taken off the road, and acres of forest reclaimed. The average household demand is assumed to be 3900 KWh per household as presented by [24]. Vindby demonstrates in the graphical user interface (GUI) that, because wind power generation varies with time, the number of homes powered by offshore wind is not constant.

3.4.2. Economics and Costs

Vindby includes resource management of an initial investment, expenditures, revenues, fines, and bonuses. Relevant characterizing dissemination and training goals include recognizing the influence of O&M costs and gaining a sense of scale for offshore wind farm costs. More specifically, the player must use limited resources to make better design and operational decisions. If the player’s balance runs out, the game is over. The resource manager object is called the player’s “wallet”, to which money can be withdrawn and deposited.

Costs for all items in Vindby are based either on realistic values when data is available, or are manipulated to enhance game flow and playability. For example, monopiles typically reach their water depth limit around 30–40 m, when the design reaches engineering limits for pliable diameters and wall thickness. Rather than imposing depth limits in Vindby (also considering that the technology is often upgrading), the concept of building outrageously sized and priced structures is both amusing and indicative of the real world considering unrealistically high costs. Therefore, fictitious cost factors are applied to increase cost dramatically in deeper water. This cost factor is selected based on a careful balancing of all bottom-fixed structure costs with depth to ensure that at different depths and soil qualities, different structures become the most economic option. Table 5 shows examples of the costs of the different substructures at different water depths. Without this consideration, the same structure (i.e., a monopile) would be the cheapest every time.
Table 5. Vindby Support structure cost for different water depths in good quality soil [€ million].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Depth [m]</th>
<th>Monopile</th>
<th>Gravity</th>
<th>Jacket</th>
<th>Tripod</th>
<th>Spar</th>
<th>Semi-Submersible</th>
<th>Tension Leg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs can also be leveraged to incorporate rewards and repercussions for certain game actions. For example, a reward is offered when a wind farm pays back its initial investment. Fines are deducted when a wind farm is constructed in an environmentally sensitive area without performing mitigation measures.

A wind farm’s selling cost is the price at which electricity is purchased and is established following the feed-in tariff (FIT) approach for simplicity. The FIT value depends on technology used, distance to shore, and mean wind conditions on site. The profit that the player is encouraged to realize is the difference between the selling cost and the levelized cost of energy (LCOE). The LCOE is updated monthly to account for maintenance activities and serves as a way to compare wind farms and maintenance strategies within one game.

Various fines and rewards are used in Vindby to introduce positive and negative consequences for specific player decisions. The values are not based on any research, but rather scaled to have an impact on the player’s emotion regarding their decision. Some fines include: building in an environmentally protected area, and building in an area with an active vessel route. Some rewards include: breaking even on capital cost of a wind farm, and breaking even on CO$_2$ emissions during construction of a wind farm versus CO$_2$ prevented in electricity generation.

3.4.3. Stakeholders

Part of the characterizing training and dissemination goals is to recognize the influence that government, the public, and shareholders have on offshore wind projects. The effect of stakeholder reactions does not consider current research or actual events, but rather is incorporated as points used as indicators for the player. The background behind the satisfaction points belonging to each stakeholder considers a broad understanding of what impacts certain actions have on stakeholders. One example of an increase in stakeholder satisfaction due to game play is an increase by one point for the public, when 1 million additional homes can be powered with the energy produced by a wind farm. Another example is that construction of a wind farm close to shore will result in a decrease in public satisfaction.

3.4.4. Optimization

One of the original sub-tasks of constructing Vindby was to build an optimization algorithm that “solves” the game, which theoretically can determine optimal playing strategies corresponding to optimal design or operational management of a wind farm. Throughout this work, it was agreed that the development of a fully integrated optimizer that acts as the “computer player” is outside of the
scope of this study. Nonetheless, using optimization strategies as a form of feedback for the player is incorporated into Vindby in the form of small optimizer functions. Two optimizer functions used are: (a) yearly reports on operation and maintenance costs and downtime, and what they would be under alternative strategies; and (b) information on the potential consequences of alternative substructure choice, in terms of economy and reliability, provided after construction of a wind farm.

3.5. Game Design

The final game design is the product of many iterations internally tested for accuracy of scale, accuracy of weather prediction, and, most of all, playability. Feedback is vital to the player’s understanding of game content as well as general enjoyment and experienced the most iteration during programming. Feedback given by the game to the player is done through two means: textual, in the Python console, and by way of a GUI. The GUI presents information that changes throughout the game as well as a graphical representation of the sea grid. The prototype Vindby GUI is shown in Figure 3. In the center, the virtual sea grid is visualised with individual cells, numbered from 1 to 100. Dark blue cells are the default, before any player interaction. Light blue color indicates that the player has already conducted research on the cell in question. In the example shown in Figure 3, cell 34 is an example. Yellow color indicates that a wind farm is under construction in the given cell, shown by cell 27 in the example. Green cells, 17, 22 and 35 host operating wind farms, while the color red (cell 24) indicates a fault that needs attention of a maintenance team. In the bottom of the GUI, the selected goal of the game is displayed, together with information about how close the player has come to achieve this selected goal. The left-hand side of the interface shows information about the selected cell, in the example cell 35. Depending on previous interaction of the player with the game, this information is altered. If a player investigates a cell, additional information is shown. When a wind farm is constructed on a cell, the information about the wind farm is also shown here. The right-hand side of the user interface shows general information about the game progress, like the players’ wallets and stakeholder scores.

![Figure 3. Game graphic user interface. The left-hand side of the user interface shows information about a selected cell. The right hand side of the interface displays general information about the game. In the center, the virtual sea grid is displayed. More information about the colors and the content of the GUI is provided in the main text.](image-url)
Feedback provided in the console is provided based on individual actions and occurrences in the game and in the form of regular reports. The default report is issued annually and presents game information with additional information about wind farm activity including a list of wind farms, list of investigated cells and their results, construction activity, climate change details, and details about stakeholder satisfaction. Vindby’s final game design includes a simulation loop displayed in Figure 4.

The loop begins with the player selecting the scenario they want to play among five possible game choices. The simulation loop then begins by updating the game’s weather, energy demand, climate change status, economy, and finances. The interface is rendered displaying the updated information, along with any important notifications about goal progression or game rewards. After this step in the loop, the game continues unless the designated game time for ending the chosen scenario (e.g., 2025 in scenario 1) has been reached, in which case the player is notified whether he or she has won or lost.

If the game is not over yet, the game loop continues to process any input that has been entered. This may include the player’s request to perform site investigation, build a wind farm, manage existing wind farms, change game settings, or pause or quit the game. The loop continues to the update phase once again, including the update of all wind farm production and maintenance status. The simulation has been designed such that the loop is continuous, although it can register input at any moment. The input is addressed in the “process input” step. Once the game time which presents the limit for the chosen scenario is reached, the result determines how the player can continue. A loss forces the player to either quit or play again, while a win offers a choice to continue playing the game.

Figure 4. Game design framework beginning with the selection of one of the five game options presented in Section 3.1.1. Please refer to the text for a detailed explanation.

4. Playtesting Results

In order to measure the effectiveness of the serious game and also to ensure playability, it was decided early in the game design phase to involve representatives from both target groups.

First, during the game design, a questionnaire was sent out to collect information on specific areas of interest by potential users. The link to the online questionnaire was sent to students at NTNU (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering) not working in wind energy, early stage
researchers in wind energy in Europe, as well as some members of the general public (selected based on non-work related relationships). The questionnaire was filled out 53 times. An overview over the background of the participants can be seen in Figure 5. Out of all the responses, 40% of participants indicated studying or knowing more about wind energy than the average person. The questionnaire had the option for the participants to provide a free response on what they would like to learn more about by playing the Vindby game. From 53 responses, the two most common topics were “payback period on carbon emissions” and “environmental impacts of offshore construction”. These, among other suggestions, were integrated into the game mechanics. Among individuals with some knowledge or background of offshore wind, there was a higher interest in the physical components of offshore wind and the O&M strategies. Participants with little to no knowledge of the topic were more interested in the costs and the stakeholder influence.

Your background:
53 responses

![Circle graph showing educational backgrounds.

Figure 5. Summary of the replies to the question “What is your educational background?” in the initial questionnaire.

After game development, a playtesting session was organized for volunteers to play the final prototype game to analyze the educational strength of the game. The playtesting session was hosted at NTNU and consisted of volunteers. All of the participants were either Master- or PhD-students at the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. Out of the eight participants, four studied a subject related to wind energy. The other four studied another engineering field. Surveys were distributed before and after playtesting to identify potential shifts in knowledge. Additionally, a group discussion after the playtesting was used to identify playability issues and recommendations for improvements of the game.

During playtesting, a total of 203 wind farms were constructed in a total of 24 games played by eight people. The results from each game were saved and post-processed. The variation in wind farm characteristics (number and size of turbines, project costs, and capacity factors) indicate that the game encourages exploration. The degree to which players recognized value of site investigation information was measured by overlapping the investigated sites with sites with constructed wind farms. Across nearly all games played, 99% of wind farms constructed were in cells that had previously been investigated. This indicates that players quickly learned about the value of site investigations to make more informed decisions about building farms, and that they actively sought out that information. The cells that were investigated and not built on were broken down by site conditions to identify where players made informed decisions. Out of 344 instances, 137 of such decisions were made because of a restricted area (environmental or navigation), 92 decisions were made in areas with lower wind speeds (wind speed factor less than 1), and 118 were made in areas with poor soil quality.

Out of 169 farms built on investigated areas, 12% were built on cells with poor soil quality, but all of those farms were constructed using substructures that are suitable for poor soil (not monopile or
gravity). This is a strong indicator that players made informed decisions about substructure choice and made use of information provided by the game.

Following playtesting, players shared and expressed their game experience in a group discussion. Players recognized that they felt engaged in the game and wanted to keep playing. The interest to continue playing was also observable in the replies to the post-game survey, where seven out of the eight participants replied that they would like to play the game again. The main point for improvement was considered to be improvements in the feedback provided by the game. Several players felt that they could not properly assess the long-term impacts of certain choices, e.g., for substructure reliabilities. Additionally, the frequent notifications for corrective or condition-based maintenance were deemed distracting, rather than informative, despite being recognized as information necessary to make better O&M choices.

5. Discussion

This section includes discussions on various results and challenges that arose as an outcome of this work.

Weather modeling: As part of the game, a weather simulation model has been developed. The mean hourly wave height is modeled with a Markov chain model. The correlated hourly mean wind speeds are then modeled based on conditional probabilities. From the hourly mean wind speeds, 10 min wind speeds are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with the hourly mean wind speed and its intra-hour variance as parameters. Investigations have shown that this model is capable of reproducing the properties of the data relatively well, both in terms of mean wind speeds for production estimates, and regarding the length of windows for maintenance access. The combination of Markov transitions with sampling from a distribution enables faster modeling time compared to pure Markov chain modeling, while still reproducing the statistical properties of the original data with sufficient accuracy.

Balancing accuracy and playability in game design: The product of this study, Vindby, is an interactive simulation that integrates two topics: simplified offshore wind farm design, and the design of a serious game. A holistic approach to game design was employed throughout this study. This ensured that the game is not a mere add-on to simplified offshore wind farm design, or that a simplified offshore wind farm design was merely added to an unaltered entertainment game [5]. This approach affected decisions made on the overall game dynamics and framework as well as the finer details of the game mechanics and the engineering processes. Great attention and detail were applied to developing an accurate weather simulation model to ensure that each game played is different than the next.

The other offshore wind farm topics were modelled by starting from the basic definition of elements and adding details that would be valuable to the player’s learning. This required a method of finding the appropriate level of detail, which was subsequently applied throughout the simulation. For example, substructure definitions were introduced as a fundamental element to offshore wind farm design. Subsequently, the reliability and costs were added to build game mechanics around choosing different substructures for different farms. The reliability and costs of the substructures vary with year of construction and site selection to teach the cost and design drivers to the player. This level of detail was considered sufficient, as there was ample information to generate the same outcome without adding more computations. Playability requires meaningful feedback, and unnecessary details may be detrimental to learning. In the example of substructures, this meant that the choice of the most economic and most reliable structure would be the same with or without further refinement of failure rates and specific costs.

In the end, Vindby managed to incorporate all the investigated game content into game rules and functions that resulted in an engaging game (as shown by the user feedback).

Simulation efficiency: Simulation efficiency directly impacts the speed at which the game runs. A digital game ideally runs at a speed consistent between computers and other platforms (e.g., mobile devices) for all game speed settings (slow, normal, and fast). The analysis of Vindby’s performance showed that the game runs with adequate, yet somewhat suboptimal efficiencies.
The random generation of numbers in each game tick greatly slows down the simulation. While the selected weather model suits the game mechanics (reproducing variations in time and space), adjustments should be made to increase efficiency of calculations. This could be achieved by generating random time series for longer periods (e.g., during periods of inactivity, or between games), and then reading values from these series in each game tick.

Memory usage is another factor relevant for simulation efficiency. Values and attributes of nearly all objects are updated or checked every tick of the game loop. The storage of these values was kept to a minimum in the prototype, although it can be further reduced. This is possible by refining the game mechanics and minimizing the storage of unnecessary information. Furthermore, advanced programming concepts may be incorporated for serializing object structure, saving memory in the game module itself. Future programming should improve simulation efficiency without sacrificing feedback necessary for the player.

Alternatively, simulation efficiency can be improved by increasing the game loop interval resolution (currently set to one hour). This value may be increased to a day, or even a week, to decrease the number of updates and checks performed. In this case, adjustments must be made to ensure that production and weather are being updated correctly within the new interval. Additionally, the value of failure rates and unit costs must be either updated to a higher resolution or the code must be adjusted to still update these on an hourly basis.

Optimizer: The optimizer was originally planned as a prominent feature in the game and was intended as a dynamic function capable of independently running the game to produce large amounts of feedback. The development of such a sophisticated optimizer proved to be beyond the scope of this study. Small optimizer functions were created instead to provide feedback to the player on individual topics at specified points in the game. This approach is considered more static as it only runs these functions during specific events (when instructed to do so). This simplified strategy was used during gameplay and may be expanded to cover more topics. Alternatively, the original concept may be revisited through the incorporation of deep learning. The framework of multi-agent systems could be a fitting approach for providing close to optimal benchmark solutions for comparing with player behaviour.

Incompleteness of game development: Development of a serious game for the wind industry is actually an open-ended effort that might never be completely finished. New technologies are being constantly developed and existing technologies improved. Many researchers are working in the field and it is very likely that new concepts will need to be included in a serious game in the future, if this game should be a useful teaching tool or tool for outreach. Additionally, the user interface of the game can (and should be) improved. It was decided to publish the game now at this stage of development, such that others can immediately use it and contribute to further development. The reasons for decisions made in the game development and technical details are explained and documented here, enabling others to better understand and use the game.

6. Materials and Methods

Wind and wave data from the FINO 1 project are provided by the Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie (BMWi), Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy and the Projektträger Jülich, project executing organization (PTJ). They can be downloaded from http://fino.bsh.de/ by users from Europe, for research purposes.

The developed prototype of the game is freely available from the webpage http://folk.ntnu.no/muskulus/vindby/, licensed under Creative Commons Attribution—NonCommercial 4.0 International (CC BY-NC 4.0).
7. Conclusions and Future Work

7.1. Conclusions

The goals of this study were to develop a digital game for the design and the operational management of offshore wind farms, to be used for the purposes of training and dissemination, and to measure game effectiveness in terms of its simulations and educational power. After identifying the core components of serious games and methods for simplified wind farm design, a complete game framework was established and integrated into a prototype. The final prototype of the game is a functional simulation capable of reproducing realistic values of offshore wind farm parameters including weather, site investigation, design, O&M, climate impacts, and costs. The game mechanics were constructed around simplified wind farm design and are documented in detail in this study (additional details can be found in [16]). The game was playtested with voluntary participants, who filled out surveys before and after playtesting. A comparison of the answers in the pre- and post-playtesting surveys revealed that learning had taken place during playing the game. Therefore, the effectiveness in terms of the educational power of the game has proven successful at achieving its characterizing goals of learning about offshore wind farms. The engagement and exploration of the players in the game demonstrated that playability of the game was overall achieved.

7.2. Future Work

The game presented in this article is an implementation prototype and it has to be said that the development of a serious game for the given purpose is an open-ended effort as there will always remain potential for improvement. The success of a deployed version of a serious game about offshore wind energy in the future will depend on the improvement on various aspects of game design, simulation improvements, and interface development. A (non-exhaustive) list of recommendations for future work is presented below:

Simulation improvements: The game speeds must be improved to acquire 100% efficiency (i.e., the game must run at the desired speed across all platforms, whereas currently there is some lag when multiple farms are running at the game’s fast mode). This may be done by re-examining the simulation resolution. The program may be modified to preserve one hour of weather sampling and 10 min production estimates while performing the remaining calculations (such as checking for rewards and point deductions, updating energy demand, and repairing wind farm failures) once every 24 h only, whereas currently these are updated for every hour of game time. Another approach to improving game speeds is to consolidate the weather generation computations. Rather than generating random values when needed (i.e., in every hour of game time), a synthetic time series may be generated either at the start of every year, or while the game is paused. Waiting times during regular game play will then be minimized or eliminated.

Augmented offshore wind farm design: The simplified offshore wind farm design as represented in the game simulation currently includes a fraction of the possible topics that can be explored and integrated. Some key topics that have been discussed and suggested to add to the game include inter-farm and inter-turbine wake effects, turbine control systems, transmission losses, different types of site investigations, balancing costs in other non-renewable energies, investments in R&D, and more detailed stakeholder influence.

Optimizer: Playtesters paid attention to the small optimizer functions for O&M strategies and substructure selection. Further development of more optimizer functions regarding other design elements such as turbine selection, O&M decisions, and site selection may accelerate learning. Alternatively, a new large-scale optimizer may be developed that solves the entire game and offers complete optimally designed wind farms for the player to study for comparison.

Extensive Playtesting: In order to further validate the effectiveness of this serious game as a teaching tool, we highly recommend further testing of the game with a varied test-group. This group should specifically contain members of the general public with little to no knowledge about engineering.
In order to achieve this variation in background, the members of the test group should be found through other means than university contacts. One possibility to find participants would be to look for volunteers at a local library, sport facility or other community that is not related to engineering.

Expanded platforms and improved interface: To expand the interest in playing, the game should be adapted for multiple platforms and devices. The ability to save and return to games would be valuable for continued use. A multiplayer platform may also broaden the outreach capabilities. Furthermore, an attractive user interface is necessary for deployment.
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